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hich African destinations will we be visiting 
over the next 20 years? When Travel 
Africa launched in 1997 a straightforward 
Serengeti safari sounded exotic, but 

the diversity of adventures open to Africaphiles today is 
significantly greater. 

Discerning travellers crave ever more dynamic 
experiences. They may prefer safaris on foot or horseback 
or seek idyllic eco-resorts far from the madding crowd. 
Awareness has grown that tourism can be a positive force 
for conservation and community development, so they 
want their holidays to matter. There is a hunger for multi-
centred vacations and increasingly remote destinations. 

This vision for the next two decades is by no means 
exhaustive. You may disagree with some inclusions or sigh 
with frustration at omissions. Of the latter, both good and 
bad examples have been left out for contrasting reasons. 

Malawi is enacting a remarkable transformation from 
the backpacker destination I remember in the 1990s. 
Rwanda’s Lazarus-like resurrection continues apace, while 
Kgalagadi is fulfilling the visions of transfrontier peace and 
cooperation. Conversely, it pained me to omit Nigeria’s 
Cross River National Park, where critically endangered 
gorillas and drills need eco-tourism to add value in the 
face of environmental degradation. Yet the willpower from 
within to make Nigeria a safe and attractive destination 
seems absent. I almost jettisoned Madagascar due to its 
spiralling decline of habitat loss. But our presence there  
is vital to pressurise those in power to see sense  
in conserving its incredible biodiversity.

Some entries are starting from year zero, although 
war-torn South Sudan hasn’t even reached this point yet. 
But what a future its Sudd region may have with its great 
annual kob migration. Could peace and investment see 
visitors enjoying this spectacle by Travel Africa’s 40th 
anniversary? Angola may be on the cusp of an exciting 
journey, while Chad and the Central African Republic 
(CAR), despite security issues, have secured several 
spectacular national parks that could signpost their own 
route towards a brighter future.

They might take Republic of Congo (Congo-Brazzaville) 
as inspiration, as it forges a path towards becoming a 
mainstream addition among tour operators. The Congolese 
government understands this and is making significant 
investment. Elsewhere, we feature reincarnations of more 
traditional safari destinations, such as Kenya and Tanzania. 

Many challenges remain, including better infrastructure, 
harmonising tourism with conservation, local empowerment 
and more accessible visas. But for now, let’s debate and 
celebrate these 20 propositions for the next 20 years.

What are the hot new places you should be visiting in the future?  
Mark Stratton has consulted the travel trade, journalists,  

conservationists and others to compile a list of 20 extraordinary,  
off-the-beaten-track destinations to add to your bucket list
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20/20 Vision

1 Bale Mountains NP, Ethiopia
 

Geographical location  Below Mount Tullo Deemtu 
(4377m), in south-east Ethiopia, is a land of alpine plateaus, 
game-rich grasslands and striking escarpments. It’s only  
a matter of time before Bale is as popular as the Simiens.
Why go?  It’s a cool retreat for hiking or horse riding, with 
opportunities to spot Ethiopia’s rarest endemic flora and 
fauna, such as the Ethiopian wolf. There are resplendent 
wildflowers between August and November. 
How to visit  Conservation-friendly Bale Mountain Lodge  
is 8-10 hours’ drive from Addis Ababa. 
Insider view  Chris Roche, Wilderness Safaris  
“Bale is exceptional. For me, it has a lot to do with the 
altitude, landscape and the treasure trove of Afro-alpine 
endemism that exists here as a result of Africa’s unique 
geological past. Whether you’re watching bohor reedbuck 
or serval in the Gaysay Grasslands, seeking out mountain 
nyala or Menelik’s bushbuck in hagenia, admiring a loping 
Ethiopian wolf in the Web Valley or staring astounded at the 
rodent density and the swarm of raptors seeking a meal on 
the Sanetti Plateau, you’re always moments away from  
a gob-smacking spectacle. If you pass a 
pair of blue-winged geese on a crystal-clear 
tarn and watch a small flock of red-billed 
chough fly past, you’re just getting started. 
Below you beckons the Tolkien-esque 
Erica Belt and then the little-known 
Harenna Forest and its mythical 
black leopard, ‘forest lion’, endemic 
Bale monkey and who knows what else.”
n  TA tip The 15.1km-long Sof Omar caves form  
part of Africa’s largest cave network. Local legend  
tells how Allah revealed its entrance to Sheikh  
Sof Omar in the 12th century.
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OPPOSITE: An air of mystery. 
Ethiopia’s Bale Mountains in 

the morning mist. BELOW: 
This highland region is 

home to the Ethiopian wolf, 
endemic to the country
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3 Zakouma NP, Chad 
 

Geographical location  Although Chad is an arid Sahel 
nation, annual rains nourish Zakouma’s 3054sq-km 
Sudano-Sahelian ecosystem of acacia savannah and 
seasonal wetlands. If Chad’s relative peace continues, this 
park will become one of safari tourism’s hottest tickets.
Why go?  To spot rare Kordofan giraffe and lion, and 
support a remarkable transformation enacted by the NGO 
African Parks since 2010 that has reversed a serious decline 
in elephant. 
How to visit  12-14 hours’ drive from N’Djamena with peak 
game concentrations during the dry season, from February 
to June.
Insider view  Colin Bell, Natural Selection Safaris 
“Nothing in my wildest dreams could have prepared me 
for Zakouma. I have always believed in underpromising 
and overdelivering; Chad and Zakouma National Park do 
all that and a lot, lot more. Chad is a wild and eccentric 
country in the middle of the Sahara, with almost no tourism 
culture. Its rawness is part of its charm ― everything is 
natural, pure and uncontrived. And then, in the middle of 
the dry country, for just 14 weeks a year, the park comes 
alive and delivers a wildlife and wilderness spectacle like no 
other. I feel most at home in the Okavango ― and Zakouma 
is the Okavango on steroids for those weeks. Under the 
care of African Parks, the reserve has been carefully 
nursed back to life with the right balance between security, 
community, conservation and culture. It is wilderness as 
we dreamt it should be. In the Okavango, we get excited 
when viewing a floodplain with 20 wattled cranes… Well, 
in Zakouma some of the plains have thousands of cranes, 
and buffalo, and tsiang, and Kordofan giraffe ― with a 
predator or two lurking in the shadows surveying the scene. 
Nothing is scripted here. And don’t come expecting your 
gold taps and porcelain baths ― but you’ll get everything 
else in bucketfuls. That’s why Zakouma should be on every 
adventurous safari-goer’s bucket list.”
n  TA tip  Tour operators are just beginning to feature the 
Sahara’s ultimate adventure, in northern Chad’s spellbinding 
Ennedi Plateau and the Tibesti Mountains.

4 Virunga NP, DRC 
 

Geographical location  The DRC’s premier national 
park hovers on the flanks of the Albertine Rift 
Mountains shared by Uganda and Rwanda. It is home 
to one-third of all remaining mountain gorillas. Beefed-
up security within Virunga National Park is generating 
a trickle of visitors offering hope that, if stability breaks 
out, this remarkable place of active volcanoes and 703 
bird species might emulate its successful neighbours.
Why go?  For thrilling treks in small groups to see 
mountain gorillas and to support the Virunga Alliance, 
which allocates a minimum of 30 per cent of the park’s 
revenues to invest in community development projects.
How to visit  From Kigali, transfer by road to the 
Gisenyi border. Visas can be arranged online, but with 
ongoing security concerns, don’t attempt this without  
a reputable tour operator, such as Inspired Journeys. 
Insider view  Dave Lucas, Secret Compass
“I was frozen still, not daring to move as a 200kg 
silverback mountain gorilla brushed past me. The hairs 
stood up all over my body due to its majesty and power 
― a creature so gentle and human-like, yet hunted and 
persecuted to the edge of extinction. Fewer than 1000 
now exist in the wild; this animal would not stand a 
chance if it weren’t for the love, grit and passion of those 
who work at Virunga. Tourism here is so much more 
than just the experience: it’s about helping to provide 
a protected home for these animals. And I don’t even 
touch on the largest lava lake in the world. Looking 
down 700m into a ferocious, belching, hypnotic glimpse 
into the Earth’s core, the heat hits your face as you stare 
down into the entrance of hell itself.”
n  TA tip Ascend the park’s active 3740m Nyiragongo 
Volcano to peer down into its fiery caldera.

20/20 Vision

5Republic of Congo (Congo-Brazzaville) 
 

Geographical location  Sandwiched between Gabon and 
the Cabinda exclave, west of the mighty River Congo, 70 
per cent of Congo-Brazzaville remains swathed in tropical 
forest. There’s a genuine buzz about the country’s upward 
trajectory. It recently declared an intention to commit £24 
million of infrastructural improvements to boost tourism’s 
GDP contribution from 3 to 10 per cent. 
Why go?  To trek deep into the forest to enjoy thrilling 
lowland gorilla encounters in Odzala-Kokoua National Park. 
How to visit  Odzala Discovery Camps transfer passengers on 
a 12-hour bus journey from Brazzaville to Odzala. 
Insider view Pat de la Harpe, photographer 
“The Odzala Conservation Area in the Congo Basin is 
hugely remote but accessible and safe, with great potential 
in years to come. The area is the richest in Africa for animal 
diversity, with 409 mammal and 1000 bird species. The 
forest plays host to about 10,000 varieties of plant.” 
n  TA tip Spend time in laidback Brazzaville or consider 
hopping on a train to Pointe-Noire’s beaches.

2Loango NP, Gabon 
 

Geographical location  Some 70 per cent of this small 
Central African country is blanketed in equatorial 
rainforest framing a wild Atlantic coastline. Gabon was 
the new kid on the block in 2002 when President Bongo 
gazetted 10 per cent of land as national parks. But the 
infrastructure wasn’t ready. I spent a fruitless week hunting 
lowland gorillas in its central forests. But now the buzz is 
back about this out-of-the-ordinary destination.
Why go?  See the surfing hippos of Loango, trek for lowland 
gorillas and combine a safari with whale-watching. 
How to visit  To reach the reopened Loango Lodge, 
adventurous guests can fly to Omboué and take a ferry  
via Evengue, an island gorilla orphanage.
Insider view  Paul Taylor, Secret Compass  
“I spent 10 days on a recce in Gabon in 2015 and then led 
an expedition to descend the Djidji River in packrafts last 
year. While Loango has the added attraction of surfing 
hippos and whale-watching, I would urge any potential 
visitor to Gabon to have a look at Ivindo National Park. 
Having travelled far and wide, my most cherished wildlife 
experience came after a four-day river journey in Ivindo, 
when I set off with three guides on foot through the jungle. 
After four hours, we reached the edge of the bai, an area of 
forest the elephant had cleared so they could conduct social 
rituals. As we climbed a tree, the head guide Ramon looked 
back at me with a huge smile and gave me a thumbs up. I 
ascended to a rudimentary viewing platform and looked out 
on a herd of 25 forest elephants only 100m in front of us, 
completely oblivious to our presence. Despite having been 
on numerous safaris, this was the first time I’d ever had the 
sense of being ‘in the elephants’ backyard’. The following 
year, on the Djidji, we saw a big silverback and his family 
on the edge of the river. So while Loango may get all the 
headlines, it would have to be Ivindo for me.”
n  TA tip  Secret Compass runs a dynamic trip to Ivindo 
National Park: packrafting the Djidji River to the Kongou Falls. 
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SURFING HIPPOS: A usual sight 
in Gabon’s Loango National 
Park. BELOW: Elephant numbers 
in Chad’s Zakouma National 
Park are flourishing under the 
protection of African Parks

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE: Visitors who 
climb the Nyiragongo Volcano in 

the DRC’s Virunga National Park are 
rewarded with awe-inspiring views 

of one of the world’s largest lava 
lakes. BELOW: A forest buffalo at 

Odzala, Republic of Congo
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20/20 Vision

6 The Sudd, South Sudan 
 

Geographical location  The world’s largest wetland spans  
a mindboggling 30,000sq km across a network of channels, 
swamps and flooded grassland, fed by the White Nile. If 
peace and stability ever return to this remarkable expanse, 
it could become South Sudan’s Okavango Delta.
Why go?  To experience one of Africa’s greatest animal 
migrations: a stampede of a million white-eared kob and 
tiang antelope swapping dry season habitats between Boma 
and Bandingilo national parks and the Sudd. 
How to visit  South Sudan is too dangerous to visit at present.
Insider view  Sophie Ibbotson, writer  
“The Sudd is Africa’s last great wilderness. Those privileged 
enough to cross these once impenetrable wetlands will 
discover landscapes and wildlife untouched, unfazed, by 
man. The sense of adventure will be unrivalled.”
n  TA tip  If swamp life is your thing, western Ethiopia’s watery 
Gambella National Park borders the Sudd and is known for 
shoebills and endangered Nile lechwe. But seek advice before 
visiting as it has suffered from the neighbouring conflict.

9  Rwenzori Mountains NP, Uganda
 

Geographical location  The park is a striking, 120km 
range that runs along western Uganda’s border with the 
DRC, nicknamed ‘Mountains of the Moon’. Uplifted 3 
million years ago, the Rwenzoris’ glacier-topped Mount 
Stanley (5109m) is Africa’s third-highest summit. Fast 
gaining in popularity, the Rwenzoris are a technically 
more challenging, biologically more diverse and prettier 
alternative to Kilimanjaro.
Why go?  This alpine moorland hosts unique floral 
assemblages labelled by UNESCO as ‘Africa’s botanical 
big game’, while trekkers contribute to the local Bakonzo 
economy by employing their expertise as guides and porters.
How to visit  A nine-hour road transfer from Entebbe or 
flight to Kasese for treks from several days to a week.
Insider view  Morgan Trimble, writer  
“It’s easy to imagine you’re on another planet entirely 
when exploring the Rwenzoris. The mountains are home 
to towering peaks, equatorial glaciers, loads of endemic 
species, and some of the most bizarre vegetation in Africa. 
Several plants evolved gigantism to survive the harsh, high-
altitude conditions. The park is only accessible by foot, so 
visitor numbers are low ― it’s a true wilderness experience.”  
n  TA tip  In Uganda’s remote north is Kidepo Valley 
National Park, a mountain-backed savannah incised by 
game-rich valleys featuring the country’s only black-backed 
jackals and cheetah.

8Ruaha NP, Tanzania 
 

Geographical location  On Tanzania’s southern safari 
circuit, this 20,220sq-km park is named after the Great 
Ruaha River, which scythes through a photogenic 
semi-arid environment of dry bush, mountains 
and woodland. This remote alternative to the busy 
northern circuit has a bright future as the government 
recently announced a World Bank-funded £120 million 
upgrade of roads to reach it. 
Why go?  To experience, without crowds, high 
concentrations of elephant and some of Africa’s 
healthiest lion and cheetah populations. The 571 bird 
species include most varieties of African eagle. 
How to visit  If the 625km drive from Dar-es-Salaam is 
too exacting, fly to the park HQ airstrip at Msembe to 
access the luxurious Ruaha River Lodge. 
Insider view  Geoffrey Dean, writer  
“Ruaha is a place of true wonder: beautiful, rolling 
terrain; its own mighty river; really good opportunities 
to see the Big Three cats at close quarters, especially 
lion. Then throw in its remoteness and size, which 
means you see few other people, and some fine camps.”
n  TA tip  Having travelled all this way, it makes sense to 
carry on to Selous Game Reserve for a walking safari.

THIS PICTURE: A female leopard in Ruaha National Park, Tanzania. BELOW:  
A group treks through spectacular scenery in Uganda’s Rwenzori Mountains 

7Dzanga-Sangha NP, CAR
 

Geographical location  Deep within the northern Congo 
Basin in south-west CAR, Dzanga-Sangha’s rainforest 
and mineral-rich bai host significant densities of forest 
mammals. The park shares the Sangha River Tri-National 
complex of reserves with neighbouring Congo-Brazzaville 
and Cameroon. Secure to visit, this exceptional national 
park will in time be fêted for its thrilling biodiversity.
Why go?  To track habituated western lowland gorillas and 
see Dzanga Bai’s forest elephants and Hartlaub’s ducks. 
Your presence supports a WWF-backed eco-tourism 
initiative contributing to the local economy of the Ba’Aka 
pygmies and primate conservation. 
How to visit  Board a charter flight from Bangui arranged 
by an established operator such as Wild Frontiers and 
transfer to the comfortable Sangha Lodge. 
Insider view  Ian Sinclair, writer, and Colin Bell, Natural 
Selection Safaris
“If I had just 48 hours to live and I had to choose one 
spot in Africa to see out my last days, I would choose 
to be at the elevated hide overlooking Dzanga Bai close 
to Rod Cassidy’s Sangha Lodge in the Central African 
Republic. The wildlife spectacle that unfolds there every 
hour of every day is incredible. I don’t believe that there is 
one place in Africa that offers more interesting elephant 
viewing. Up to 100 are in front of you at any one time, as 
they make their regular pilgrimage to the bai to socialise 
and for their minerals. Then add gorillas, bongos, a 
further 16 species of primate, sitatungas, giant forest 
hog, forest buffalo, flocks of African grey parrots and the 
fascinating Ba’Aka culture, and one gets a sense of what 
this sacred place is all about.” 
n  TA tip  Unheralded 17,600sq-km Chinko Nature Reserve 
supports five feline species, including Central African lion 
and the rare golden cat. 

ABOVE: A floating fishing camp drifts in the Sudd, South Sudan. THIS PICTURE:  
An intrepid expedition on foot in CAR’s Dzanga-Sangha National Park
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20/20 Vision

10Mozambique  
 

Geographical location  Down in south-eastern Africa, 
Mozambique has a dreamy 2300km Indian Ocean 
coastline fringed by offshore islands and stunning 
national parks. Ten years back, Mozambique seemed all 
the rage until civil unrest stalled its stellar ascent. But 
with so much diversity it’s overdue a second wind. 
Why go?  To safari at the beautiful Gorongosa National 
Park, once called Mozambique’s ‘greatest wonder’. 
Gorongosa’s post-war conservation of lions and local 
community development is inspiring. Elsewhere, the 
Bazaruto Archipelago is a world-class beach destination.
How to visit  Most fly to Maputo and transfer onwards. 
Insider view  Ariadne van Zandbergen, photographer
“Mozambique’s infrastructure is minimal, but with  
a sturdy 4WD, there are idyllic beaches, remote game 
reserves and atmospheric towns steeped in history 
waiting to be explored.” 
n  TA tip  Soak in the timeless 16th-century offshore 
ambience of Stone Town’s crumbling Portuguese edifices 
on Ilha de Moçambique.

14 Benin
 

Geographical location  Between Togo and Nigeria in the Gulf 
of Guinea, Benin graduates from largely developed southern 
plains with coastal mangroves to northerly savannah and 
vestiges of forest. It could be casting its Voodoo spell but the 
future looks ‘magic’ for this quirky and safe little nation. 
Why go?  To witness fetish priests perform rituals at Ouidah’s 
annual Voodoo festival and visit the splendid Pendjari 
National Park, where you may spot four of the Big Five: 
leopard, West African lion, elephant and Sudanese buffalo. 
How to visit  From Cotonou, hire a driver and guide or join  
a tour group to explore Benin.
Insider view  Jim O’Brien, Native Eye  
“Magic is part of everyday life here ― Voodoo is the official 
religion and it’s not uncommon to see figures dressed as 
spirits and ceremonies taking place. The Tamberma people 
in the north are one of West Africa’s most interesting ethnic 
groups, living in elaborate mud fortresses and with women 
sporting headgear adorned with antelope horns.”
n  TA tip  Combine Benin with Togo for the fetish markets 
of Lomé, a pirogue ride on Lake Togo and a hike among the 
cocoa- and coffee-growing region of Kpalimé.

13Gonarezhou NP, Zimbabwe
 

Geographical location  Translated as the ‘Place of 
Elephants’, Zimbabwe’s second-largest park is a primeval 
landscape in the country’s far south-east. Amid sandy 
forests of ironwood and mahogany are bird-rich pans 
and striking sandstone gorges. This rough diamond will 
increasingly capture the imagination of experienced 
safari-goers seeking raw hands-on nature.
Why go?  For pulse-racing encounters with big tuskers, 
sublime birding at Tembahata Pan, and awe-inspiring 
views of Chilojo Gorge. Support a successful community 
tourism project between renowned conservationist Clive 
Stockil and the Shangaan landowners. 
How to visit  4WD is essential for the 550km drive from 
Harare to the refined Chilo Gorge Safari Lodge. 
Insider view  Garth Thompson, Garth Thompson Safaris
“Gonarezhou has become my new favourite wildlife 
destination in Zimbabwe for a number of reasons. Firstly, 
one encounters a lot more four-legged animals than 
two-legged. Secondly, it has dramatic topography. So 
many parks in southern Africa are flat, but Gonarezhou 
is littered with kopjes large and small, long ranges of 
undulating hills and, not least of all, the iconic sandstone 
Chilojo Cliffs. Add to all this: big tuskers, almost every 
vegetation type in Zimbabwe, hundreds of bird species 
and two major perennial rivers. The co-management 
between the Zimbabwe Parks Department and Frankfurt 
Zoological Society has resulted in a massive increase in 
wildlife numbers. In addition, two of Zim’s best safari 
operators are based here with semi-permanent, owner-
run camps: Ant Kaschula and Clive Stockil. Gonarezhou 
has reacted magnificently to its rehabilitation and is once 
again one of the crown jewels of Zimbabwe’s parks.”
n  TA tip  Break the drive with a night at the 1000-year-
old Great Zimbabwe Ruins. The huge settlement is most 
photogenic in the early morning and late afternoon light.

October-December 2017  |  Travel Africa  

11Madagascar 
 

Geographical location  The world’s fourth-largest island 
drifts off the eastern coast of southern Africa in the Indian 
Ocean. Multiple biogeographical zones and evolutionary 
isolation have fashioned the most unusual endemic wildlife 
on Earth. Yet with 80 per cent of its forests lost since the 
1950s Madagascar faces environmental meltdown. It 
needs visitors to remind Madagascar’s selfish elite that 
conservation is the key to future prosperity.

Why go?  Balancing a tiny brookesia chameleon 
on one’s fingernail, deafened by the collective 
howls of indri lemurs, and hoping to glimpse 

elusive aye-ayes are just a few reasons why 
Madagascar makes compulsive viewing. 

How to visit  From Antananarivo visitors disperse 
via Air Madagascar’s domestic network. 

Insider view  Gillian McLaren, writer
“I adore Madagascar! A hotbed of biodiversity, you 

find fascinating flora and fauna that are unique to this 
island. Not only iconic species like 
lemurs and chameleons, but  
gorgeous geckos, fascinating frogs  

and astounding insects. Even the 
trees are a surprise, with impressive 

Grandidier’s baobab being one of six endemic 
baobabs. There is an urgency to visiting this country with 
its weird and wonderful wildlife, as it is under pressure 
from a burgeoning population, unscrupulous loggers and 
the exotic pet trade.”
n  TA tip  Go to Miavana, Madagascar’s first five-star eco-
resort, on Nosy Ankao island. Turn to page XXX to read more 
about Miavana and other amazing spots on the African coast.

12Pyramids of Sudan 
 

Geographical location  North of the capital Khartoum, the 
Blue Nile incises through the Nubian Desert meandering 
through rich pharaonic history. 
Why go?  Sudan has more pyramids than Egypt. Marvel at 
Meroe’s 177 dark stone structures built by the Kushite kings, 
then camp nearby in the desert. With improved security, 
Sudan’s appeal as an alternative to Egypt is going to grow.
How to visit  Scattered Nubian Desert sites such as Meroe 
aren’t always easy to reach. Cox & Kings offers group trips. 
Insider view  Steve Turner, Origin Safaris
“Sudan today is famously described as having ‘more 
pyramids than Egypt’, but really, those in the know say this 
is what Egypt was like 60 years ago. The real pleasure for 
today’s traveller is seeing such incredible national treasures 
in situ and alongside normal daily life ― you may even see 
dervishes whirl and Nubian wrestlers fight.”
n  TA tip  Khartoum witnesses weekly performances of Sufi 
whirling dervishes accompanied by hypnotic chanting amid 
the fug of frankincense.
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THIS PICTURE: Crossing the Runde River with the 
Chilojo Cliffs beyond, in Zimbabwe’s Gonarezhou 
National Park. ABOVE: Gelede dancers at Benin’s 

annual Voodoo festival in Ouidah. OPPOSITE, 
FROM TOP: Lake Urema in Mozambique’s 

Gorongosa National Park; a Parson’s chameleon 
in Madagascar; the Meroe Pyramids, Sudan
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20/20 Vision

15Sierra Leone 
 

Geographical location  Behind a lengthy Atlantic coastline, 
Sierra Leone is split between flat coastal lowlands and 
mountainous plateaus arranged along its Guinean border. 
Why go?  To chill out on beautiful Atlantic beaches, explore 
Bunce Island’s tragic slave history, and explore Tiwai Island 
on the River Moa and Gola Rainforest National Park. The 
latter two are havens for the endangered pygmy hippo.
How to visit  KLM’s new flight evidences growing interest in 
Sierra Leone. Stay at the chilled Tokeh Beach Resort.
Insider view  Sue Watt, writer  
“I’ve often travelled to countries that are picking themselves 
up after devastating conflict, but as well as a horrific civil 
war, Sierra Leone then had Ebola to overcome. It’s truly a 
brave and beautiful country ― for all its gorgeous beaches, 
the ‘back-to-basics’ escapism of Tiwai and the buzz of the 
marathon in Makeni, it’s the people that touched me most 
with their genuine warmth and friendliness, their sense of 
fun and remarkable resilience.” 
n  TA tip Pack running shoes and join what has been dubbed 
the world’s ‘most worthwhile marathon’. The country’s annual 
charity event, in May, raises money for a range of local causes. 

16Northern Rangelands Trust, Kenya
 

Geographical location  Northern Kenya is a gritty 
region of semi-arid grasslands home to cattle-rearing 
pastoralists, the East Rift Mountains and great lakes 
like Turkana. The Northern Rangeland Trust (NRT) has 
helped community-based conservancies bring sustainable 
tourism to this starkly beautiful game-rich region.
Why go?  To interact with the Samburu people, go on 
game drives, stay at community camps and watch melting 
sunrises cast shadows across this ancient landscape.
How to visit Explore the NRT’s website for options.
Insider view  Liz and Stefano Cheli, Cheli & Peacock Safaris  
“This enormous piece of country includes massive rock 
formations, semi-desert, the great Ewaso Nyiro River 
and mountains with lush virgin forest and palm-fringed 
springs. For us, this is wild, virgin, untamed Africa.”
n TA tip  Saruni Samburu offers eco-chic villas in the 
Kalama Conservancy, where guests can track black rhinos 
on foot. Turn to page XXX to read more about the NRT.

19Tuli Block, Botswana 
 

Geographical location  This strip of prime game-viewing 
land in eastern Botswana borders South Africa and 
Zimbabwe along the Limpopo and Shashe rivers. Unlike 
anywhere else in Botswana, Tuli is an eye-catching 
landscape of bronzed rocky outcrops, red soil and 
gargantuan trees. 
Why go?  To enjoy the Northern Tuli Game Reserve, home 
to an estimated 20,000 animals, including large elephant 
herds, eland and elephant shrews. There are also rock 
shelters painted by bushmen more than 1000 years ago. 
How to visit  A private airstrip in the Tuli Concession 
welcomes flights from South Africa and Botswana.
Insider view  Rob Slater, Safari Consultants
“For years Tuli has been ‘under the radar’, but from the 
moment I first crossed the Limpopo into this wilderness, I 
could sense the rawness, space and unpredictability I was 
searching for. And indeed, the area has barely changed 
in 20 years. Leopard-viewing is still superb. There are 

now a number of excellent hides, particularly 
in the Mashatu Game Reserve. The sunken 
Materbole Hide is especially productive and 
quite an experience ― here, you watch herds of 

elephant gurgling, wallowing and spraying just a 
few metres away. And when they move on, other shy 
creatures emerge quietly to drink ― if you are lucky, a 
magnificent kudu bull or a skittish family of giraffe.”
n  TA tip  Adventurous travellers should consider the 
annual Tour de Tuli, a four-day 300km MTB ride 
through the three countries of the Tuli Block.

20 São Tomé & Príncipe  
 

Geographical location  Embodying paradise, this twin island 
nation off equatorial West Africa blends soaring volcanic 
pinnacles and a luxuriant hybrid of rainforest and tropical 
plantations. A Creole heritage stemming from Portuguese 
colonialism reinforces its exoticism. 
Why go?  Wander colonial São Tomé City’s sparkling sea 
promenade and visit an atmospheric cocoa plantation or 
roça. Smaller and equally enchanting Príncipe Island is 
relaxed and feels unchanged in centuries. 
How to visit  Scheduled flights access São Tomé via Lisbon.
Insider view  John Addison, Wild Frontiers (South Africa)
“It just has a ‘feeling’ ― Portuguese colonial buildings, 
nice people, great music, no stress, low crime, forest, birds, 
fishing, snorkelling, great food. People talk to you, welcome 
you, help you ― long may it last!”
n  TA tip  Bom Bom is a paradisiacal resort located off 
Príncipe with active community involvement that has  
revived several ailing cocoa-producing roças. 

18Liuwa Plain, Zambia 
 

Geographical location This expansive western Zambian 
national park is a seasonally flooded plain dotted 
with elevated forested rises. Under African Parks’ 
custodianship since 2003, deforestation and poaching 
have been significantly curtailed ensuring this wilderness 
has exciting times ahead. 
Why go? To be wowed by the annual migration of 40,000 
wildebeest and recovering populations of lion and spotted 
hyenas. In March 2017 the luxurious new King Lewanika 
Lodge opened.

How to visit Before June each year visitors must arrive by 
plane because of flooding.
Insider view  Lucinda Rome, Aardvark Safaris  
“A surprisingly small number of people travel to Liuwa to 
enjoy its endless vistas together with its extraordinary flora 
and fauna. It really is a national park that is truly off the 
beaten track, and while it needs visitors to keep thriving, 
selfishly I would like it kept as a hidden gem!”
n  TA tip The theatrical Kuomboka ceremony sees the 
Litunga, the king of the Lozi people, move by paddled barge 
from one palace to another to escape the early year floods 
around Barotse.
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17Angola 
 

Geographical location  The ghosts of its civil war still haunt 
this country. Yet there are encouraging signs: visas are 
easier to obtain and studies show that the parks retain  
a low-level core population of lion, sable and wild dog.
Why go?  The thrill of being here is the heady mix of 
rusting roadside tanks, mind-blowing cultural diversity, 
mesmerising long drives, snatches of Portuguese 
architecture and wildlife sightings in the Luengue-Luiana 
and Mavinga reserves as well as the restocked Kissama.
How to visit  With poor infrastructure outside Luanda, 
joining an organised tour or self-drive is the way to go.
Insider view  Paul Funston, Panthera  
“Luengue-Luiana, one of Africa’s newest and largest parks, 
is nestled between the famous Okavango and Kwando rivers. 
Who visits? No one. But in time its potential will be unlocked. 
For the intrepid traveller, the opportunity should soon exist 
to disappear for days on end on bush trails that traverse 
magnificent floodplains and beautiful teak woodlands.”
n  TA tip  Go on a 4WD trip into southern Angola, north 
of Cunene, taking in the Mucawana, Mucubal and Himba 
tribes in their natural environment.

FROM TOP: The ruined fort of Bunce Island, Sierra Leone’s biggest slave trade 
port; on foot in northern Kenya; a Himba woman near the town of Oncocua
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CLOCKWISE FROM THIS PICTURE:  
A beach on Príncipe Island; a wild dog in 
Botswana’s Northern Tuli Game Reserve; 

wildebeest on Zambia’s Liuwa Plain


